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Not lost in translation: the influence
of Clifford Geertz’s work and life

on anthropology in Morocco

Dale F. Eickelman�

Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH, USA

A May 2000 conference in Sefrou publicly recognised the impact of Clifford Geertz’s work and
professional life on doing sociology and anthropology in Morocco. Yet recognition of his work in
how sociology and anthropology were taught in Morocco grew only incrementally from the late
1960s to the present. One obstacle was language. Geertz’s Islam Observed (1968a) was translated
into French only in 1992; a translation into Arabic is virtually unobtainable in Morocco; and his
book-length essay, ‘Suq’ (Geertz 1979), appeared in French only in 2003. In the late 1960s,
Morocco’s educational system was also in the midst of Arabisation. Part of this essay seeks to
capture the audience for anthropology in the late 1960s and early 1970s, describing the
context in which the writings of Geertz and Gellner were initially received in Morocco. Then,
drawing on my experience in leading a faculty seminar in Arabic for faculty in history and
sociology and especially a parallel one for graduate students in sociology in 1992, I indicate
how Geertz’s ideas and others began to enter the Arabic-language curriculum. Finally, relying
on a recent book by sociologist Abdelrhani Moundib (2006), a student in the 1992 student
seminar who currently teaches at Rabat’s Université Mohammed V–Agdal, I analyse how
Geertz’s ideas are transmitted in a primarily Arabic university curriculum.
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This essay traces how Clifford Geertz’s work was taught and understood in Morocco from the

1960s to the present, with an emphasis on the period through the 1990s. The May 2000 confer-

ence honouring Geertz in Sefrou was a public event that celebrated his influence in Morocco, but

concrete understanding of his life and work had already incrementally spread in the pre-Internet

era. Especially with the 1992 French translation of Islam observed (Observer l’Islam), reviewed

soon after in Prologues, the influential Casablanca review of books and ideas, at least parts of

Geertz’s work became accessible to a wider audience in Morocco. Already in 1992, the graduate

students at Mohammed V University in Rabat participating in the informal off-campus seminar

that I led that year, showed me thick binders of photocopied extracts of books and articles,

including Islam observed (Geertz 1968a) and my own Moroccan Islam (Eickelman 1976),
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heavily annotated with notations of Arabic equivalent terms. Today, as Susan Slyomovics affirms

from recent visits to Sefrou (see her Introduction to the present collection), affordable CDs have

replaced the ubiquitous photocopy machine in making Geertz’s words, like those of the rest of us,

available to anyone with the appropriate languages – and the knowledge of where to shop.

My intent is to recreate the past in the present, emphasising mostly the late 1960s to the late

1990s, just before computers and the Internet became common. The significance of Geertz’s

work on Morocco outside of Morocco has been dealt with elsewhere, including in this

volume, and I have written an earlier account of his approach to Islam (Eickelman 2005). My

focus here is to portray how his ideas and approach were communicated and received in

Morocco itself. From the perspective of the 21st century this boundary is artificial, for several

key Moroccan anthropologists and sociologists work and live outside of Morocco, including

Abdellah Hammoudi and Mouna Bennani-Chraı̈bi. Others, most notably the sociologist

Mohamed Cherkaoui, who for years deliberately avoided writing on Morocco in order to

avoid being type-cast as ‘Moroccan’ and to be taken seriously in his chosen field of European

sociology (Cherkaoui, personal communication, 2 June 2008), now contribute to studies of

Morocco (Cherkaoui 2007a, 2007b).

Parts of this essay are necessarily autobiographical. Clifford and Hildred Geertz arrived in

Morocco a few years earlier than I did, but my experience of the time and intensive contacts

with Moroccan university colleagues and students beginning in the 1970s offer a perspective

on how anthropology in general, and Geertz’s work in particular, were received and changed

over time.

Beginnings

Telegrams allowed no room for emoticons, but the one that Cliff sent to Cairo in November 1968

confirming his presence in Sefrou added one technically unneeded word: ‘Welcome’ (see

Figure 1). That single word sufficed. Christine, my wife, and I had intended to remain in Iraq

for two years studying the pilgrimage center of Karbala, but permission from the government

of ‘Abd al-Rahman ‘Arif (1966–68) meant little after the coup d’état that returned the

Ba‘thist party to power on 17 July 1968.

Through the advice of an Iraqi friend, who would later become rector of the University of

Tikrit, we delayed reaching Iraq until October, arriving in Baghdad after a two-day trip from

Tehran with a busload of friendly Shi‘i pilgrims. But we barely lasted three weeks in Iraq and

never made it to Karbala. A short stay in Cairo after leaving Iraq uncovered only one project

in which an American graduate student could participate – a study of how to get Egyptians

to smoke more Egyptian than foreign cigarettes. Morocco looked more promising. In

Baghdad, a worn copy of a British Naval Intelligence Handbook for North Africa that briefly

mentioned Boujad, a regional pilgrimage center, was enough for me. The Foreign Area Fellow-

ship Programme, the joint Social Science Research Council and American Council of Learned

Societies programme that funded my field research, agreed that the unexpected shift from Iraq to

Morocco was consistent with my initial fellowship goals.

In 1968, there were not yet any direct flights from Cairo to Morocco. An unexpectedly

sympathetic Algerian consul, who first told us that it would take a week to process our visas,

issued them within a few hours when we explained the state of our finances. After the flight

to Algiers and a night in a run-down hotel, we traveled on two Algerian trains – the last of

which had sturdy wooden carriages from the 1930s decorated in the interior with scenes of

Algeria. After a border crossing that rivaled those between Eastern and Western Europe
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before the collapse of Communist rule, a Moroccan train, also with wooden coaches decorated

with colonial-era photos, delivered us to Fez in the middle of the night. We arrived in Sefrou

three days after our departure from Cairo.

Anthropological Morocco was already familiar to us, at least in outline. I took Marvin

Mikesell’s excellent course on the geography of North Africa in 1967, and regularly attended

the off-the-books seminar on Morocco and related subjects that Clifford and Hildred offered

monthly in their Chicago home for most of 1966–68.

Christine and I stayed in a small hotel in Sefrou for several days, and saw Cliff and Hildred

almost daily. Once we got our bearings, we left on a bus trip through Morocco’s south, returning

via Marrakesh, Rabat and, inevitably, Boujad. In December we began securing permissions to

conduct research in Morocco. Part of this task included the formal procedures then in place.

The US cultural attaché, musicologist, and cellist E. Lee Fairley sent a letter on 19 December

1968 to the Moroccan Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which responded in mid-February 1969

that it had no objection to my conducting a study of Boujad and its region. By that time my

work in Boujad was well underway.

It was a call to the Ministry of the Interior that sped up the permissions process. At Cliff’s

suggestion, as I recall, we paid a call on Patrice Blacque-Belair, the son of an Affaires Indigènes

officer in the Middle Atlas during the French Protectorate, who had been working in various

advisory capacities in urban planning with the Moroccan government since 1956 (and who in

1970 left for New York, where he continued his career with the United Nations Development

Figure 1. Telegram from Clifford Geertz to Dale Eickelman: The one extra word, ‘Welcome,’ that Clifford
Geertz sent from Sefrou to Cairo, 16 November 1968, lifted our spirits after our stay in Iraq.
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Programme). When I met him in December 1968 he was working for Maati Jorio, the distin-

guished Moroccan civil servant who was then secretary general of Direction de l’Urbanisme

et de l’Habitat. Jorio’s boss was Minister of the Interior Muhammad Oufkir (1918–72),

whose sinister reputation became fully evident only later. When I saw Jorio in 1984, soon

after he became his country’s ambassador to Washington (1984–86), he assured me that

there was a ‘firewall’ (cloison pare-feu) between the ministry’s Urban Affairs division and

the internal security apparatus.

In 1968, one could still walk into the main building of the Ministry of the Interior, which was

until 1956 the Résidence-Général of the French Protectorate. There was a doorman of sorts but

no directory or names on doors. We encountered a frail-looking French woman – not more than

four feet tall in my memory – who appeared to be distributing the mail. Why a French woman

should still distribute the mail in the most powerful ministry in independent Morocco struck me

as odd. She kindly interrupted her rounds to lead us to Blaque-Belair’s office. He told me that

Jorio, in the office next door, could give us permission to conduct field research in Morocco,

but not to mention that we had seen him first. ‘He’s angry with me today and is likely to hold

an introduction from me against you.’

We knocked on Jorio’s door. After a short wait with a secretary, we were ushered into his

presence. In my best approximate French I explained what I wanted. Jorio, who was courteous

but formal, unsmilingly replied,

‘You’ve done everything wrong. You must go back to Washington and wait for our embassy

to transmit your request to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.’

‘Monsieur Jorio, we came here by way of Baghdad, and. . ..’
‘Ah, Monsieur Eickelman,’ he replied, still without a smile, ‘we have no protocols for

American students who come to Morocco by way of Baghdad. Therefore I will give you the

letters that you need today.’

Finally he smiled ever so slightly and said that he didn’t know where Boujad was administra-

tively. The ministry had just created new provinces and changed the boundaries of others. He

wasn’t certain whether it was in Beni Mellal or Khouribga province. He solved the problem

by giving me two handwritten four-by-six-inch notecards that would serve as letters of introduc-

tion to hand-deliver to the governors at my own pace. He followed these up with a more formal

letter dated 13 January 1969, expanding my study to include Beni Mellal – a solution that

obviated the need to locate Boujad more precisely.

At no point in our first months in Morocco did anyone suggest that we contact university

colleagues, although by mid-1969 I introduced myself to Abdelkebir Khatibi, director of the

short-lived Institut de Sociologie in Rabat (1966–70). André Masson, the urban planner who

was head of the technical division of the Urbanism and Habitat section of the ministry, arranged

for me to speak to his staff in February 1970. Beginning in 1972, I returned frequently to

Morocco, where I met and kept in sustained contact with a senior generation of scholars includ-

ing Germain Ayache (d. 1990), who supervised in Arabic the dissertations of the next generation

of Moroccan historians, including Mohamed Kenbib and Ahmad Toufiq. At the Institut National

Agronomique et Vétérinaire Hassan II (INAV), I met anthropologist Abdellah Hammoudi and

sociologist Paul Pascon (d. 1985). After Morocco’s independence, when French citizens were

offered an opportunity to choose French or Moroccan nationality, Pascon had chosen to

become Moroccan and trained a generation of young Moroccans in the craft of sociology.

Rewriting the past in the present is always a dangerous task, but there is no record or memory

of Cliff having spoken in a formal academic setting in Morocco prior to his departure from

Casablanca in February 1969 (Hildred Geertz, personal communication, 3 August 2008,
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Karen Blu, personal communication, 9 August 2008). This is through no reticence on his part

but the lack of opportunity. Oufkir viewed anthropology and sociology with suspicion and the

Institut de Sociologie, then directed by Abdelkebir Khatibi, shut down after three years of

operations. INAV, where Paul Pascon and Abdellah Hammoudi were located, was relatively

free from political pressure. As with anthropology under military rule in Turkey, where anthro-

pologist Bozkurt Güvenç (personal communication, 1988), son of a trusted senior military

officer, kept the discipline alive by locating it in the Faculty of Medicine at the University of

Ankara, it was shielded from political vicissitudes at INAV. Princeton-trained sociologist

Mohammed Guessous was popular as a lecturer at the Université Mohammed V, but his

intense political activities precluded his writing much sociology or inviting visiting American

scholars to make presentations – although he shared his vast knowledge of Moroccan society

with anyone who sought him out. To be fair, academics at the Université Mohammed V were

busy complying with a government-ordered Arabisation. Its historians, sociologists, and geogra-

phers, trained largely in French (with the exception of Guessous), were fully preoccupied with

adapting their courses to an Arabic-speaking student body that was growing exponentially and

straining the meager resources allocated to higher education.

On a personal level, Cliff developed strong ties with Moroccan scholars, especially geogra-

pher Mohamed Naciri and also Guessous. But in a general sense, social sciences that incorpor-

ated field research existed only in the Department of Geography at Mohammed V University,

still the only university in Morocco, and at INAV. French and Moroccan geographers produced

distinguished studies on Morocco’s regions and towns, but in other fields, notably sociology,

the focus was more on economic ‘development,’ which of course included Naciri’s work.

The vogue among Moroccan graduate students at the time veered more to global studies of

economic and political development, in which Morocco figured principally as a ‘case.’

Several students from the Khouribga and Beni Mellal region who knew of my work chastised

me in 1969 for being a ‘folklorist’ at worst or, alternatively an ‘Orientalist,’ because I was

interested in religion as practiced in a ‘dead and dying’ regional center rather than a place

more representative of the ‘new’ Morocco. The proliferation of local and regional studies,

and a profound explicit public respect for the ‘pious ones’ (al-salihun) – often an integral

part of understanding the meaning of ‘home’ in Morocco – only returned in the last decade

of Hassan II’s reign (r. 1961–99).

On reading Geertz in Morocco

Geertz’s first book-length essay on Morocco (and Indonesia), Islam observed (Geertz 1968a),

was promptly reviewed in the Annales marocaines de sociologie (Coatalen 1969a). It was the

only review in the issue to lack all bibliographic information, but it was an adequate account

of Geertz’s scope and approach. Paul Coatalen, who also offered brief reflections on Berber

society in the Tafraout region (Coatalen 1969b) in the same issue, later worked and taught in

Malaysia. The same issue of Annales also contained an article by Ernest Gellner (1969b),

‘The tribal system and social change in North Africa,’ translated into French by the indefatigable

Coatalen, that essentially summarised Saints of the atlas (Gellner 1969a).

In general, the specifics of Gellner’s work appear to have become more quickly known in

Morocco than Geertz’s. ‘Qu’est-ce que le tribalisme nord-african?’ – the first major subtitle

of Gellner’s 1969 Annales article – directly resonates with a seminal 1953 essay by Jacques

Berque, which in turn evoked Ernest Renan’s famous ‘Qu’est-ce qu’une nation?’ (see Eickelman

1985). Moreover, Hammoudi (1974), basing himself on a close reading of Saints, produced an
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influential critique that became a staple component of the photocopy collations that circulated

among Moroccan graduate students in the early 1990s and presumably in earlier years.

Studying social anthropology in Morocco: the changing view from below

In Morocco from March through June 1992, I led a weekly faculty seminar in Arabic at

Mohammed V University on ‘History and anthropology in Morocco.’ My own contribution to

the seminar (Eickelman 1993) offered an overview of key works in Moroccan social history

and social anthropology, and how significantly the two disciplines complemented one

another. Conceptually this notion of complementarity was hardly an innovation, but articulating

it in the context of Moroccan universities was a major challenge. I drew heavily on the work of

the seminar participants themselves. Most were historians, although a few sociologists and pol-

itical scientists also participated. I repeated my own contribution later at a conference at the Sidi

Mohammed ben Abdallah University in Fez, an invitation facilitated by an historian who regu-

larly travelled from Fez to Rabat to participate in our seminar. Geertz’s name was often invoked

and I was occasionally referred to as part of the Geertzian ‘school.’ Yet the references to Geertz

tended to be iconic and not related to specific themes. Admittedly, it was hard to invoke Geertz in

the context of an otherwise fascinating presentation on how Europeans and Moroccans manipu-

lated Moroccan coinage in the 19th century. In commentary, however, it was easier to invoke

aspects of Geertz’s work to pose questions about how Moroccan and Ottoman rivalries

played out in 16th- and 17th-century displays of authority. Such conjoining of approaches

takes time. One of the seminar’s regular participants was historian Mohamed el-Mansour. His

2004 article, ‘Moroccan Islam observed,’ which uses Geertz (and Gellner) as points of departure

to discuss the development of specifically Moroccan practices of Islam, including what he calls

the ‘glorification of genealogy’ and a specifically Moroccan Sufism, incorporates at least in part

some of the discussions of 1992 and evinces a close reading of Geertz’s Islam observed. Perhaps

because of cost and inaccessibility, most of the seminar participants knew about Geertz’s book-

length essay on the Suq (Geertz 1979), but were not familiar with it.

During the midway break in the second seminar meeting, a group of students waited for me

outside the conference room. They wanted to know if they could meet with me. I asked whether

they would like to join us for the seminar, as there was space in the conference room. With

embarrassment, they said that would not be possible. Moments later, I saw why. Two faculty

members called me aside. ‘It would not be possible for the students to join our seminar,’ they

said. Nor would it be possible for me to meet with them separately on campus. As a guest of

the university, I was reluctant to challenge them or ask for an explanation of the invisible line

that prohibited graduate students from commingling with faculty.1 Instead, I asked whether I

could meet them in my apartment. In the back of my mind, my model was the Geertz-like infor-

mal seminars in Chicago’s Hyde Park. ‘You don’t want to do this,’ one of my colleagues replied.

‘Some of them might be police spies.’ ‘In that case,’ I said, ‘I’ll get some sense of what interests

the police and the quality of their training.’

A few days later, I met with the students in my apartment. Six showed up, and five participated

in all of the sessions. The first session, as we all agreed later, was awkward. The students, all

men, had prepared a list of 42 questions with little evidence of sequence or order. At the

outset, I indicated that just as they had their questions, I had some for them. We got through

perhaps a dozen questions in the first hour. Then, after soft drinks, I asked my own. Clearly

the days in the 1970s of Germain Ayache meeting his advanced students at home for tutorials

were far behind. The students said that they lacked the opportunity for seminars and met with
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their instructors only infrequently outside of class. After the first two meetings, we established a

pattern. The students selected a reading or theme that we would pursue for most of the session.

Then we would turn to my questions intended to invoke what it was like to be a graduate student

in Morocco in the 1990s.2 Even if they pursued their studies, they wondered, would their degrees

have value? The best that I could do was to repeat what several faculty members said to me

during the parallel official seminar: ‘The university as an institution has major weaknesses,

but as individuals we remain committed to academic life.’3 They were, I reassured them,

getting a good education.

It was during this seminar that I learned that the most committed students in Rabat were

meeting regularly in self-directed peer study groups, just as students at Yusufiyya Mosque-

University had done in Marrakesh in the 1920s (Eickelman 1985, pp. 98–104). They gathered

books and articles and discussed them together. I saw very few books in their original format.

Most were photocopies, even the Arabic translation of my Moroccan Islam (Eickelman

1989). Photocopies cost less than the original (MAD 84, or approximately $18 at the exchange

rate of the time) – and the Arabic version of my book was published in Morocco.

Geertz’s Islam observed figured prominently in the student canon and was one of the most

dog-eared and annotated of the readings. His essay on the Suq did not make the canon, not

out of lack of interest but because copies, even for photocopying, were unavailable.4 ‘Religion

as a cultural system’ (Geertz 1966) was part of the canon, as was his ‘Religion: anthropological

study’ (Geertz 1968b) and ‘In search of North Africa’ (Geertz 1971). My ‘New directions’

chapter (Eickelman 1984) made it into the canon, used, I was told, as a sort of Cliff’s Notes5

(ironically) to make sense of how to talk about conflicting approaches to understanding Moroc-

can society. Various articles in French by Gellner also made it into the student collections.

Of the five students in our informal seminar, I learned several years later that only one of them

remained in graduate studies. One passed an examination to join the Ministry of the Interior and

became a qa’id (chef d’arrondissement) in Casablanca, and another emigrated to Europe.

Geertz as currently taught: Abdelrhani Moundib

In Morocco, as in the US, the path to a doctorate is slow. Abdelrhani Moundib6 was the

participant who finished his doctorate in 1994, subsequently published in Arabic as Religion

and society: a sociological study of religiosity in Morocco (Mundib 2006). Like many of his

American counterparts, Moundib taught for many years prior to receiving his doctorate, and

this teaching experience shapes his book. It also indicates how Geertz is presented in Arabic

to an audience unlikely to have access to the French and English originals. The ‘field’ com-

ponent of his study concerns shrines and religiosity in Dukkala and al-Jadida, Moundib’s

region of origin, but it is the framing of the argument in terms of the work of predecessors

and contemporaries that is significant.

As a Moroccan colleague once said to me, readers of scholarly books in the US and Europe

can assume the availability of the books they cite, so it is bad form to explain them at length –

even if this remains the convention for doctoral dissertations. Books are hard to find in Morocco

and quickly go out of print, so a good part of Moundib’s book, used currently also as a text,

explains at length earlier approaches to the study of religion in Morocco. Edward Westermarck

and Alfred Bel figure prominently in the first 52 pages, including Hammoudi and Hassan

Rachik’s commentaries on these predecessors. The section dealing with Geertz, Gellner, and

myself is primarily from pages 52 to 68, ‘Anglo-Saxon anthropology and the development of

academic points of reference.’ Here, Moundib does more than set out the ideas of others. Of
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Gellner’s segmentary approach, he invokes Geertz (1971, p. 21) to the effect that Gellner offered

a ready-made theory for which he tried to make Morocco an example. In the body of his study on

Dukkala (Mundib 2006, pp. 71–194), he repeatedly returns to specific points made by Gellner

that relate to his own work, just as he invokes the work of Geertz, Hammoudi, and others.

According to Moundib, Clifford Geertz, Hildred Geertz, Lawrence Rosen, Paul Rabinow, and

Dale Eickelman all represent an ‘interpretive’ approach, ‘which tried to understand the nature of

the Moroccan social system and to pinpoint the mechanisms of change starting from the concepts

of individuals and the cultural representations of their world view and social relationships’

(Moundib 2006, p. 53). Of Geertz in particular, he writes that there are three main levels

to his work as it applies to Morocco (p. 54). First is the theoretical level (al-mustawa al-

minhajiyya) of religion as a cultural, social, and psychological phenomenon. Second is a

religious history of Moroccan society, and third is his field research in the 1960s. Since

Geertz, Geertz, and Rosen (1979) is not invoked, it is reasonable to assume that it is the under-

standing that Geertz derived from conducting extensive field research and that this served as an

example for others.

Moundib argues that from the end of the Second World War to the mid-1960s, prior to the

appearance of Geertz’s essay on ‘Religion as a cultural system’ in 1966, there was little

development in the study of the history of religions. Most scholars were content to rely on

the insights of Durkheim, Weber, and Malinowski. Geertz, writes Moundib (2006, p. 54),

enlarged and developed the work of his predecessors, so that his theoretical ideas are now

part of our shared ‘intellectual storehouse’ (khazzan ma‘rifi), a deliberate play on the familiar

Moroccan term that carries the meaning of both government and storehouse (makhzan).

Geertz’s idea of religion as a cultural system is then described in detail.

Unlike some American commentators, Moundib (2006, p. 57) gets Geertz right: religion

cannot be studied as an ahistorical semiotic subject. It must be understood within the context

of continuing historical and social change. Where others see ambiguity in Geertz’s approach,

Moundib sees a valiant effort to understand Moroccan history from the time of the arrival of

Islam in Morocco to the present. Geertz’s historical account is similar in scope to that of his

colonial predecessor, Alfred Bel (1938), but it is radically different in approach and inter-

pretation. Geertz’s interpretation of religion, Moundib writes (2006, pp. 58–59), starts from

the assumption that religion is a social institution and its practice is necessarily a social activity.

Hence religious belief must be seen in the context of social practice, which for Geertz meant

a combination of fieldwork and the reading of history.

Key to understanding the nature of religion in Morocco is the paradoxical link between

baraka, a sense of God’s grace or spirituality, and a strong secular pragmatism. The history

of religions should not be the collection of piecemeal fragments but a history of the social

imagination. The idea of possessing baraka based on divine grace or through a genealogical

link with the Prophet, reflects a dynamic tension at the heart of Moroccan religious history,

and Geertz’s invocation of the struggle between Sidi Lahcen Lyusi and Sultan Mulay Ismail

exemplifies this tension.

Shaping Geertz’s approach to religion to an Arabic-speaking Moroccan audience, Moundib

(2006, p. 60) writes that religion comes not only from God, but from ideas about God. As a

result, the profound changes in understanding Islam that have been underway since the end of

the colonial era should come as no surprise. Moundib cites several critics who argue that

Geertz is inherently ambiguous. Moundib replies that this very ambiguity is at the heart of under-

standing religion in social history. Geertz, he acknowledges, writes in a complex literary style

that, while loaded with metaphors, makes reading him a pleasure. He possesses a beauty of
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expression even if he opens many brackets and brackets within brackets. Geertz’s style,

Moundib concludes (2006, p. 63), breaks with common academic writing conventions but can

be explained by the inherent improvisational nature of comparative religious studies.

Moundib’s discussion of my writings (pp. 63–67) affords him an opportunity to continue his

discussion of Geertz. Whether I like it or not, Moundib argues that I am part of the interpretive

‘school,’ although my writing is characterised by simplicity (al-basata) and clarity (al-wuduh).

In approach, Geertz and I share a number of methods and analyses. For example, we agree that

though field research is always limited to specific places, the key issue is how, not whether, one

describes and interprets – a salient Geertzian point.

Here it is useful to point out that Moundib, whether he has a student audience in mind or a

more general Moroccan one, faces the same challenge that many academics do in reaching a

wider public more familiar with quantitative approaches to social analysis, such as opinion

polls and other surveys. Yet in understanding religiosity in Morocco, Moundib argues, Geertz

helps us to see that whether it is Salafi Islam, the Tablighi movement, or others, they are under-

stood and interpreted first by shared Moroccan practices of ‘common sense’ and the strong,

deeply rooted religious beliefs that form part of them.

Conclusion

Of the anthropological monographs written initially in Arabic primarily for a Moroccan audi-

ence, Moundib’s Religion and society is more relentlessly conceptual than most of its predeces-

sors in its elaborate discussion of theoretical concepts and the sustained effort to link them to the

ethnographic specifics of his study of religiosity in Dukkala. Geertz’s study of the ‘Suq’ is only

beginning to percolate into the vulgate of Moroccan university pedagogy. Perhaps only a few

copies of the translated version (Geertz 2003) will make it directly into the hands of students,

but CD copies are probably not far behind. When that occurs, there will be a pragmatic exemplar

linking economic with religious practice at a highly persuasive micro-level. ‘Suq’ does not make

for a quick read in any language, as I am reminded by introducing it to a small undergraduate

seminar of non-Moroccan students in Fez in Spring 2008, but it is likely to have the same pro-

found effect as Islam Observed. Max Weber’s ideas acquired new currency after their translation

into English in the 1930s, just as the work of Jürgen Habermas, once available in English, gained

a new life.

Geertz’s Islam observed was slow to be translated and his ‘Suq’ essay had to wait 24 years for

translation into French. The nature of Arabic book distribution and censorship is such that I have

yet to see, or meet any Moroccan who has seen, the Beirut translation into Arabic of Islam

observed (Geertz 1993). But the rapid expansion of mass higher education in the Arab world

affords a large and significant audience eager to read what others say about them – and to

learn how to say more in public about themselves. The slow journey of Geertz’s work into

French and Arabic, accelerated over the last decade by the formal recognition of his work in

Morocco, commentary on it, and incorporation into a new generation of ethnographic research

and writing as represented by Moundib, suggests that Geertz’s work is taking root with a new

and expanding audience.
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Notes

1. In 1997, I participated in a colloquium in Germany where we discovered that graduate students were herded into a

cellar, out of sight, to listen to the proceedings. Only after some of the participants discovered their presence were

they allowed to join us at least during the breaks. The organisers explained that space limitations prevented them

from being in the same room as us. The explanation was plausible, but our first supposition was a particularly

harsh academic hierarchy.

2. Toward the end of the seminar I met Michael Fahy, then a graduate student beginning his work on an ethnography

of undergraduate education in Morocco. At a point when his work appeared to be seriously blocked, I managed to

facilitate his getting space in a university dormitory to continue his work (see Fahy 1998).

3. By 2006, Mohammed V University became the first Moroccan institution to complete an extensive self-study,

followed by an invited external review (see Université Mohammed V 2006, 2008).

4. Soon after the appearance of my Moroccan Islam (Eickelman 1976), I learned from the librarian at Mohammed V

University that they ordered six copies for faculty use. By 1982 they had all disappeared from the shelves in spite

of the fact that the library did not lend books.

5. ‘Cliff’s notes’ is a series of annotated summaries of various literary classics that has been popular among students

since its first appearance in the 1970s, and is now available online at http://www.cliffsnotes.com/WileyCDA.

6. ‘Abdelrhani Moundib’ is the spelling in Roman letters. I use standard transliteration in citing his written work in

Arabic.
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